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1. Preliminaries 
Denote by S=S(0,1) the set of Lebesgue measurable almost everywhere finite 
functions on the interval (0, 1) with the complete metrizable topology of convergence 
in measure. In this paper "lim" will mean "limit in measure", unless stated other-
wise explicitly. 
Let T=| | tij\\ be a matrix, not necessarily with rows of finite length, such that 
(1) | ( J s f (/,./ = 1,2,.. .), lim t i j = 1 ( . / = 1,2, . . . ) . y | —oo 
Here and in the sequel K will denote some absolute constant not necessarily the same 
at each occurrence. 
Finally, let B be a Banach space of sequences a={a1, ...} of real numbers such 
that for a£B we have 
\at\ =£ ||a||B, a(Nx, N2) = {0, ..., 0, aNl, aNi+1, . . . , % „ 0, 0, 
2 Jim M N l t N J h = 0; N ^ CO 
furthermore, if s'j is a bounded double sequence of reals (/,7=1, 2, ...) such that 
lim 4 = 1 ( J= 1, 2, then we have 
I-*- oo J 
(3) ' a1 = {«iEi,a2fi|, ...}£B, lim \\al—a\\B = 0 for all a£B, 1-+ oo 
For example lp is such a space for 1 ^ « » , 
The sequence { / , } c S is called a T convergence system in measure for B if the 
limit 
(4) T(a) = .lim lim if (a) of jf(a) = J t t , r a j f j j-»-co JV->-co ^ j ^ i *J J J 
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exists for all a(zB. In the special case, when tlt}—0 for and =1 otherwise, {/,} 
is simply called a convergence system in measure for B. 
Furthermore, the sequence { / ,}c S is said to be almost orthonormal on the inter-
val (0, l) if for every e>0 there exist a Lebesgue measurable set Eea(0,1), a constant 
Me depending only on e, and an orthonormal system {^„(e, x)} on (0, l) such that 
mes —g and 
f„{x) = Mcil/„(e, x) (x£Ee, n = 1, 2,...). 
It is obvious that an almost orthonormal system is a convergence system in 
measure for /2. In [2] NIKISIN proved the converse statement. 
In [3] T A N D O R I proved the following generalization of NikiSin's result: If 
is a (C, 1) convergence system in measure for /2, that is if 
i [ l ~ : L r ) a j f j = 2 U j a j f j j=l V 1 ) j—l 
converges in measure on (0,1) as for every a f j 2 , then {/,} is almost ortho-
normal. 
Later on T A N D O R I [4] generalized this statement even to any summation method 
generated by a matrix H^J having rows of finite lengths and satisfying conditions, 
in (1). 
In this paper we prove a theorem by which Tandori's general result follows 
from Nikisin's. Namely, in section 2 we are going to prove: 
Theorem. Under conditions (1), (2), (3) the system {f„} (aS) is a T convergence 
system in measure for B if and only if it is a convergence system in measure for B. 
2. 
We need the following Banach—Steinhaus type result. 
Lemma, (See, e.g. [1] p. 52.) Let Ebe a Banach space, Fa metrizable topologi-
cal vector space, and L„ continuous linear operators on E with values in F, converging 
at all points of E. Then the limit operator is also continuous and linear. 
In proving the Theorem first suppose { / J c S is a T convergence system in 
measure for B. Apply the Lemma twice, first for fixed i to the sequence {tf} of 
operators in (4), which are continuous on account (3). Denoting by T{ the limit 
operators and applying the Lemma to this sequence we obtain that the linear operator 
t in (4) is continuous. Let a£B be arbitrary. We have to prove the existence of the 
limit 
N 
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According to the completeness of S it is enough to prove that 
lim 2 a i f i = 
But this follows from the continuity of f"at the zero element of B, using 
t{a(Nit N,)) = 2 a j f j . 
j=N1 
Conversely, suppose { /} is a convergence system in measure for B. Then we 
obtain similarly that the linear operator 
N 
L(a) = lim 2 a i f i 
is continuous. Using (3) for j j = t i j , this shows that 
lim L(a') = L(lim a1') = L(a). 
i-*- 00 ¡-+co 
This completes the proof. 
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